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Because every person, and every
tumour, is different.

The Personal Discovery Process (PDP) is one of
the most recent innovations in personalised
cancer care. It is the world’s only strategy using
real patients’ avatars for drug screenings. The
technology underlying PDP was developed by
scientists at the Icahn School of Medicine at
Mount Sinai, New York, and is backed up by
decades of academic cancer research.

Treatment designed
just for you
TM

The Personal Discovery Process (PDP) provides
cancer patients with treatment-driven research
on an unprecedented scale. It is effectively a
massive clinical trial for a single patient. We
engineer the genetic complexity of each patient’s
unique tumour network into an army of 500,000
fruit fly "avatars.”
We then evaluate 2,000 FDA approved drugs,
including non-cancer drugs, to identify the drug
combinations that are efficacious against your
cancer, less toxic and more affordable. The
average PDP takes up to 5-6 months to complete,
depending on tumour type and complexity.

1. Tumour
Biopsy

2. Patient's tumour exome
analysed

3. Mutations comprising the
tumor network engineered into
fruit fly avatar

4. All FDA approved drugs
screened - up to half a million
avatars

5. Treatment recommendations
report- generally for combination
therapy

Who We Are
Vivan Therapeutics is a London based
biotechnology company offering cancer patients
worldwide access to the most advanced
personalised cancer therapeutics based on
technology pioneered at The Mount Sinai School
of Medicine, New York.
The technology, known as the Personal
Discovery Process (PDP), was developed to
effectively address the finding that real-world
patient tumours are made resistant to single-drug
treatments. PDP targets the unique genetic
complexity of each patient's tumour to identify
the precise combination of drugs that works
optimally on the patient's specific tumour.

What you can expect
Next Steps
We understand that
when cancer is
diagnosed you want
the best chance of
success straight away.

We start by having a conversation with you and
your oncologist to learn about your cancer and
prognosis. Tailored treatment recommendations
are reviewed by your oncologist and tumour
board who then decide which drug combination
may be right for you. We work with your
oncologist and provide post- PDP support for
interpreting results and analysing optimal
treatment recommendations.

Vivan Therapeutics will produce two reports: An
early report with DNA sequencing results, which
will help you decide on the first line of treatment
while PDP is in progress and a final full report
detailing
the
best
tailored
treatment
recommendations ranked by efficiency.

